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Supplementary Figure 13 Results from single-trait set tests applied to individual cellular

contexts. (a) Scatter plot of the maximum Q values across pairs of contexts (independent analysis),
comparing set tests and single-variant tests for di↵erent stimulus pairs. Heterogeneity-GxC cases without
clear single-variant interpretation (highlighted in red) tend to be associated with increased significance
when using set tests, suggesting that di↵erences in power may impair the single-variant annotation of
these eQTLs. (b) Histogram of the squared Pearson correlation (R2) of cis genetic e↵ects predicted using
the best linear unbiased predictor, BLUP (Methods) across pairs of contexts. Shown is the distributions
either for all probes with significant e↵ects in the naive context and probes with significant heterogeneity-
GxC. As expected, genes with heterogeneity-GxC tend to be associated with lower correlation of genetic
e↵ects across contexts. (c) Scatter plot of the correlation coe�cient of genetic e↵ects (as in b) versus
the maximum q-value across the naive and the stimulated state. Heterogeneity eQTLs (highlighted in
red) tend to have stronger marginal associations and lowly-correlated cis genetic signals.
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Supplementary Figure 14 Examples of opposite-e↵ect eQTLs with significant heterogeneity-

GxC e↵ects. Shown is the z-score statistics for cis variants for OAS (a), LMNA (b) and PTK2B (b)
across the contexts showing opposite e↵ects. While the three examples are identified as opposite e↵ects
when using single-variant methods (Fairfax et al., 2014la), iSet identified significant heterogeneity-GxC,
suggesting changes in the configuration of causal variants. Lead variants in individual contexts are
annotated using triangles and are in high LD (r2 > 0.8).
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